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 9 

Fighting experience (specifically winning or losing a fight) can significantly alter boldness, 10 

a component of resource holding potential (RHP). Previous studies have shown that both 11 

the repeatability of boldness and mean-level boldness can be affected by fighting 12 

experience and that these effects are strongest in the recipients of agonistic behaviour. 13 

However, whether these post-fight changes in boldness impact future contest success and 14 

whether subsequent contests further affect boldness remains unknown. Furthermore, 15 

little is known about the effects of the specific tactics used within a fight (within-fight 16 

experience) and how these might influence future fight performance and boldness. Here, 17 

we investigate the relationship between fighting success and boldness (measured as 18 

recovery time when startled) across repeated contests in the beadlet sea anemone Actinia 19 

equina, measuring boldness at 5 occasions before, between and after two contests. We 20 

found that boldness (both repeatability and mean-level) was generally robust to the 21 



effects of fighting experience, with the exception of a decrease in the immediate boldness 22 

of losers after their second fight. Furthermore, we found that while pre-fight boldness 23 

significantly predicted fighting success and the level of aggression used in an individual’s 24 

first fight, it did not predict victory or aggression in the second fight. Our findings thus 25 

indicate that different traits may be important in determining fighting success in 26 

consecutive fights and moreover that fighting experience may alter which traits contribute 27 

to an individual’s RHP. 28 

 29 
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 32 

INTRODUCTION 33 

Resource holding potential (RHP) is comprised of a multitude of traits – including weapon 34 

size, body size, strength and endurance – all of which combine to determine an individual’s 35 

ability to win a fight (Parker, 1974). Recently, RHP has been shown to be influenced not only 36 

by morphological and physiological traits but also by consistent between-individual 37 

differences in behaviour (personality traits), namely boldness (Barlow, Rogers, & Fraley, 38 

1986; reviewed in Briffa, Sneddon, & Wilson, 2015). Boldness can be measured in different 39 

ways depending upon the species and context of interest. The most common measures 40 

include; exploratory behaviour in a novel environment (high/low), investigation of novel 41 

objects (readily/slowly) and recovery time when startled (fast/slow) (Briffa, Rundle, & Fryer, 42 

2008). As a component of RHP, boldness significantly affects the fighting success of 43 

individuals, for instance in the beadlet sea anemone Actinia equina - in which boldness has 44 



been measured as recovery time when startled (referred to hereafter as startle response) - 45 

bolder individuals have been shown to inflict a higher number of attacks and win more 46 

fights than their shyer counterparts (Rudin & Briffa, 2012). However bolder is not always 47 

better. In the asymmetric contests of the hermit crab Pagurus bernhardus, an attacker’s 48 

chance of winning is not influenced by its boldness (startle response duration) but shyer 49 

individuals are better able to defend their shells from eviction (Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 50 

2014).  51 

The experience of winning or losing a fight can significantly alter traits contributing 52 

to RHP which can in turn affect behaviour and success in subsequent contests (Hsu &Wolf, 53 

2001; Rutte, Taborsky, & Brinkhof, 2006). The effect of fighting experience on boldness has 54 

thus far been investigated in only a handful of studies (willingness to approach a novel 55 

object - Frost, Winrow-Giffen, Ashley, & Sneddon, 2007; startle response duration- Rudin & 56 

Briffa, 2012; Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 2014), the results of which demonstrate that fighting 57 

experience (specifically, winning or losing a fight) significantly affects both the repeatability 58 

of boldness and mean-level boldness, with the most extreme effects being seen in the 59 

recipients of agonistic behaviour, i.e. losers and defenders (Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 2014; 60 

Rudin & Briffa, 2012). For example, in P. bernhardus, defenders showed a significant 61 

reduction in the repeatability of boldness (measured as startle response) after fighting, 62 

while the boldness of attackers remained stable across situations (Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 63 

2014). Furthermore the mean-level post-fight boldness of defenders varied with the 64 

intensity of agonistic behaviours they were subjected to during the fight. In A. equina, pre-65 

fight boldness was highly repeatable for both eventual winners and losers but the post-fight 66 

boldness of losers was not repeatable at all. Losers also showed a significant reduction in 67 



mean-level boldness (Rudin & Briffa, 2012). Although these studies provide evidence that 68 

fighting experience (specifically winning or losing a fight) can significantly affect the 69 

consistency and level of boldness, measures of pre-fight boldness were only compared with 70 

one or two post-fight measures, and as such it is unclear how long the observed post-fight 71 

changes in boldness persist. Moreover, if boldness contributes to RHP, then post-fight 72 

changes in boldness could alter the potential to win subsequent fights.  73 

However, it is not just the outcome of a fight that can affect an individual’s future 74 

contest behaviour/success, but also what happens during a fight (referred to hereafter as 75 

within-fight experience). Within-fight experience can vary in terms of outcome (winning or 76 

losing – as discussed above), level of aggression/escalation, tactics employed, duration and 77 

injury (both receiving and inflicting injuries; Lane & Briffa, 2017). Injuries can significantly 78 

affect subsequent contest performance by reducing fighting ability.  For example, in blue 79 

crabs Callinectes sapidus Rathbun (Smith, 1992) and stomatopods Gonodactylus bredini 80 

(Berzins & Caldwell, 1983), injury affects an individual’s ability to retain possession of 81 

females and territories respectively, with injured individuals losing to intact opponents. 82 

Injury has also been shown to interact with correlates of RHP to determine fighting success. 83 

For instance in the jumping spider Trite planiceps, body size is a major predictor of fight 84 

outcome in intact individuals, with larger individuals being more likely to win as the size 85 

difference between opponents increases. However, this size advantage diminishes when an 86 

individual is injured (Taylor & Jackson, 2003), the most injured rival being more likely to lose 87 

regardless of size difference. While these studies all indicate that injury can have a 88 

significant effect on subsequent fighting success, all three were carried out on individuals 89 

who had been injured in ways other than through fighting itself (autotomy of unknown 90 



cause – Smith, 1992; Taylor & Jackson, 2003; surgically injured – Berzins & Caldwell, 1983), 91 

and thus the direct effect of injuries sustained in fights on future contest performance 92 

remains unclear.  93 

Although previous studies have compared the effects of winning and losing fights 94 

against individuals that have not fought, little is known about the effects of the specific 95 

tactics used within a fight and how these might influence future fight performance and 96 

boldness. Understanding whether there is a link between aggressive performance and 97 

repeatable behaviour is important because it has been suggested that both fighting 98 

behaviour and consistent behavioural differences between individuals can be explained by 99 

negative frequency dependent selection (e.g. Wolf & Weissing, 2010). Here, we investigate 100 

the relationship between boldness and within-fight experience in the beadlet sea anemone 101 

Actinia equina, where the outcomes of the fight can be win, lose or draw (i.e. no clear 102 

winner). Although lacking a centralised nervous system, A. equina possess weapons in the 103 

form of specialised stinging structures called acrorhagi which contain high concentrations of 104 

stinging cells (nematocytes) and are used during fights with conspecifics (Williams, 1978; 105 

Brace, Pavey, & Quickie, 1979; Bigger, 1982). As mentioned above, boldness is a known 106 

component of RHP in A. equina and has previously been shown to be affected by winning or 107 

losing a fight (Rudin & Briffa, 2012). Thus far however, post-fight boldness has been 108 

measured only once and thus the extent to which fighting experience affects boldness in the 109 

longer term, the extent to which it affects the repeatability of boldness, and hence the 110 

effect that these changes could have on future fights, is unclear. Although not all contests in 111 

A. equina result in injuries, when fights do escalate, anemones drag inflated acrorhagi along 112 

the body column of their opponent, leaving behind nematocyte-filled ectoderm which rips 113 



off from their acrorhagi (referred to hereafter as ‘peels’). These assaults injure the attacker 114 

as well as the recipient and thus are potentially costly to both contestants (Lane & Briffa, 115 

2017). In this study we aimed to examine (i) how boldness contributes to fighting success 116 

across multiple contests, (ii) how post-fight changes in boldness affect subsequent contest 117 

success (iii) if and how subsequent contests further affect boldness and (iv) how injury state 118 

and contest outcome (of focal and opponent) influence the effect of boldness on 119 

subsequent fighting success. We therefore measured boldness before, between and after 120 

two staged contests using startle response duration as our index of boldness (startle 121 

response duration has previously been shown to provide highly repeatable measures of 122 

boldness in A. equina, Bigger 1982; Briffa & Greenaway, 2011; Rudin & Briffa, 2012).  123 

 124 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 125 

Anemone collection and startle-response measures 126 

Actinia equina (N= 126) were collected from Portwrinkle (Cornwall, UK; grid reference: SX 127 

357539) on 4 collection trips carried out between December 2015 and June 2016 (an 128 

average of 38 anemones collected on each trip) and taken back to the lab within 1-2 hours 129 

of collection. As in previous studies investigating aggression in A. equina, only anemones of 130 

the red/brown colour morph were collected. The red/brown morph has previously been 131 

shown to exhibit higher levels of aggression than anemones of the green/orange morphs 132 

found lower down on the shore (Manuel, 1988). Once in the lab, anemones were 133 

individually housed in plastic tanks (23 x 16 x 17.5cm) containing 700ml of filtered, aerated 134 

seawater and maintained in a controlled temperature room at 15°c ± 0.5°c. Throughout the 135 



experiment, anemones were fed ad libitum aquaria marine fish flakes every 2-3 days and 136 

seawater was changed every 7 days. 137 

 The first startle-response test (‘pre-fight 1’) was conducted 7-14 days after collection 138 

from the shore, allowing the anemones time to habituate to the laboratory environment 139 

and attach their pedal discs to the side of their tank. The test was carried out by discharging 140 

a 5ml syringe full of seawater directly into the oral disc at a range of approximately 2cm 141 

(Briffa & Greenaway, 2011), causing the anemone to retract its tentacles. The anemone’s 142 

response was calculated from the time the stimulus was applied until the point at which the 143 

anemone had re-opened fully to match its pre-stimulus state. Photographs were taken 144 

immediately before the stimulus was applied in order to accurately identify this state. The 145 

response was timed using a stopwatch and converted into seconds prior to analysis. 146 

Anemones were observed for a maximum of one hour after the stimulus was applied. If an 147 

anemone failed to reopen within the hour, no startle response time was recorded. This 148 

process was repeated early morning and late afternoon (with at least 6 hours between the 149 

morning and afternoon tests) for 2 days before the first fight and one last time the morning 150 

of the fight. It was then further repeated 5 times after the first fight to obtain ‘between-151 

fight’ measures of startle response and again 5 times after both fights in order to obtain 152 

‘after-fight’ measures (15 measures per individual - see figure 1 for details). Between-fight 153 

measures of startle response were treated as post-fight startle responses with respect to 154 

fight 1 and pre-fight startle responses with respect to fight 2 (figure 1). The total number of 155 

startle response observations for each situation was as follows: Pre-fight = 231 (82 156 

anemones); Between-fights = 234 (78 anemones); After-fights=220 (78 anemones). 157 

 158 



Staging contests 159 

On the morning of day 2, the anemones were dislodged from their position on the tank 160 

surface and their tanks lined with stones for them to attach to. The sides of the tank were 161 

also lined with a thin layer of removable plastic in case the anemones re-adhered to the 162 

tank walls. On the afternoon of day 3, anemones were randomly paired and placed into the 163 

centre of a clean tank containing 700ml of aerated and filtered seawater. The anemones 164 

were positioned such that they were in contact with one another, which stimulates them to 165 

fight over territory. This was defined as the beginning of the fight and fights were 166 

considered concluded when one individual (the loser) either moved away from its opponent 167 

by an approximate distance of one pedal disc (estimated visually) or retracted its tentacles 168 

completely for at least 10 mins (Rudin & Briffa, 2011; 2012). If both opponents performed 169 

these retreating behaviours, the outcome of the fight was classified as a draw. Contest 170 

duration was then back-calculated from the time of initial contact to the time at which the 171 

loser first began to move away from its opponent or first retracted its tentacles completely. 172 

At the end of the contest, the number of acrorhagial peels inflicted on each opponent was 173 

counted and the fights were classified into two escalation categories –‘no peel’ or ‘peel’ – 174 

depending on whether or not peels were inflicted. Anemones that failed to fight were 175 

removed from the experiment. 176 

 In order to observe the effects of within-fight experience and post-fight changes in 177 

boldness on future contest success and behaviour, a second fight was staged on the 178 

afternoon of day 10. In order to investigate how the prior contest outcomes of the focal and 179 

opponent interact to affect subsequent fights, individuals from the first fights were paired 180 

according to their victory status (winner or loser – individuals who drew in their first fight 181 



were excluded from the rest of the study [N= 6]) in a fully orthogonal design. Individuals 182 

were randomly allocated as either focal (F) or opponent (O) for the second fight based on 183 

their first fight ID, i.e. the pair of anemones that fought in first fight 1 were allocated as focal 184 

individuals in the second fight while the anemone pair that fought in first fight 2 were 185 

allocated as opponents in the second fight and so on. This resulted in a combination of four 186 

pairings of focal and opponent individuals: - winner (F) - loser (O) (N = 10 pairs); loser (F) - 187 

winner (O) (N = 9 pairs); winner (F) - winner (O) (N = 11 pairs); loser (F) - loser (O) (N = 11 188 

pairs) (A total of 41 focals and 41 opponents). Individuals were never re-paired with the 189 

same opponent from their previous fight. Fights were then staged as outlined above, but 190 

this time data were only taken for focal individuals within pairs. As before, anemones that 191 

failed to fight were removed from the experiment. 192 

 After both contests had taken place, the minimum and maximum pedal disc 193 

diameter of each anemone was measured using callipers to the nearest 0.1 mm. As pedal 194 

disc shape is often elliptical, body size was then calculated as the average of the maximum 195 

and minimum diameter (Brace & Quicke, 1986). A small piece of pedal disc tissue 196 

(approximately 1cm x 1cm) was removed using a scalpel and stored in 100% molecular 197 

grade ethanol for genetic analysis at a later date. 198 

 199 

Ethical Note 200 

After use in this study all anemones were returned to the collection site at Portwrinkle. No 201 

licences or permits were required for this study. 202 

Statistical analyses 203 



Calculating and comparing repeatability of startle response duration 204 

To determine the repeatability of startle response duration across fight outcomes (winner, 205 

loser, draw), fight types (peel, no peel) and situations (pre-fight, post-fight), we conducted 206 

Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) generalised linear-mixed models (using R 207 

package MCMCglmm, Hadfield, 2010) to calculate repeatability (R) and its confidence 208 

intervals separately for each round of fights (first, second) (Royauté, Buddle, & Vincent, 209 

2015). To determine the effect of fight outcome and situation (pre- or post- fight) on R, we 210 

first created an outcome x situation interaction variable containing all possible combinations 211 

of outcome and situation. We then fitted a linear mixed model (lmm) with outcome, 212 

situation and the outcome x situation interaction variable as fixed effects and the 213 

interaction variable and ID as random effects. To determine the combined effect of fight 214 

outcome, fight type and situation on R, we created an outcome x situation x fight type 215 

interaction variable containing all possible combinations of outcome, situation and fight 216 

type. We then fitted an lmm with outcome, situation, fight type and the interaction variable 217 

as fixed effects alongside the interaction variable and ID as random effects. For both models, 218 

we then extracted the situation and outcome (along with fight type for model 2) specific 219 

posterior mode variance components (between individuals / G-structure, within individuals 220 

/ R-structure) and from these calculated posterior mode values for R. We then compared R 221 

values by calculating differences in repeatability (ΔR) across outcomes, fight types and 222 

situations. Differences were deemed to be significant if the 95% CIs of ΔR did not span zero. 223 

See appendix for more details on this approach. 224 

Fighting experience and mean-level boldness 225 



To investigate the relationships between boldness and within-fight experience we 226 

conducted a series of generalised linear-mixed models (glmms) using the R package lme4 227 

(Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Minimal adequate models were reached based 228 

on significance values gained from model comparison using likelihood ratio tests. 229 

 As our response data consisted of a mixture of binary, categorical and continuous 230 

variables, the type of model and error family changed depending on the nature of the 231 

response variable. For models with binary variables (fight outcome and fight type) as the 232 

response variable, a binomial error family was used in a glmm. Fixed effects included in 233 

these models were average pre-fight boldness, number of peels received and number of 234 

peels inflicted. Homoscedasticity was checked for by visual inspection of the model residuals. 235 

When examining the effect of first fight outcome on second fight outcome, first fight 236 

outcome was also included as a fixed effect. First fight ID was included in all models as a 237 

random effect to control for pseudoreplication resulting from taking two data points from 238 

the same fight. This was not necessary for the second fight as data points were only taken 239 

from one (focal) individual per fight in this second contest. Individual ID was also included as 240 

a random effect in models with startle response duration as the response variable since 241 

there were multiple startle response durations for each individual. For models with 242 

continuous response variables (startle response duration, number of peels inflicted, number 243 

of peels received), a linear mixed model (lmm) was used. Due to the non-normal distribution 244 

of startle response duration, this variable was log10 transformed before analysis. When 245 

analysing the effect of fight outcome on post-fight startle response duration, fight outcome, 246 

fight type and situation were included as fixed effects in the model. When analysing the 247 

effect of boldness and fighting experience on the number of peels inflicted and received in 248 



the second fight, average pre-fight boldness was included as a fixed effect. Relative size 249 

difference (RSD) between opponents was calculated following Briffa, Elwood, & Dick, 1998 250 

(RSD = 1-(opponent size/focal size)) and was included as a covariate in all models. 251 

 252 

RESULTS 253 

Pre-fight boldness as a predictor of fight outcome  254 

In the first fight, average pre-fight boldness had a significant effect on fighting success (Χ2 = 255 

4.37, P = 0.037), with bolder individuals winning more fights than shyer individuals (figure 256 

2a). Average pre-fight boldness also predicted whether or not an individual received (Χ2 = 257 

4.28, P = 0.039) or inflicted peels (Χ2 = 8.59, P = 0.003) in the first fight, with bolder 258 

individuals being more likely on average to inflict and receive peels than their shyer 259 

counterparts. In the second fight however, average pre-fight boldness (i.e. the startle 260 

responses recorded between the first and second fight) did not significantly predict the 261 

chance of victory (Χ2 = 1.01, P = 0.31) or the likelihood of receiving (Χ2 = 0.53, P = 0.47) or 262 

inflicting peels (Χ2 = 0.37, P = 0.54), but rather predicted whether a fight ended in a clear 263 

outcome or in a draw (Χ2 = 3.91, P = 0.048) (figure 2b), such that focal anemones that drew 264 

their second fight had longer startle responses prior to this fight than focal anemones that 265 

won or lost it. In order to check whether the loss of correlation between pre-fight boldness 266 

and the likelihood of inflicting peels was driving the breakdown of the link between pre-fight 267 

boldness and fighting success, we analysed second fights separately according to fight type. 268 

For both types of second fight (those that involved peels and those that did not) we again 269 

found that pre-fight boldness significantly affected whether a fight ended in a draw or a 270 



clear outcome (No Peels: Χ2 = 4.51, P = 0.03; Peels: Χ2 = 3.63, P = 0.005) but not whether an 271 

individual won or lost (No Peels: Χ2 = 0.37; Peels: Χ2 = 2.93, P = 0.087). There was no 272 

significant effect of pre-fight boldness on the number of peels received (1st fight:  Χ2 = 1.25, 273 

P = 0.26; 2nd fight: Χ2 = 1.69,P =0.19) or inflicted (1st fight: Χ2 = 0.05, P = 0.82; 2nd fight: Χ2 = 274 

2e-04, P = 0.99) in either fight. Relative size difference had no effect on either first (Χ2 = 1.48, 275 

P = 0.22) or second fight outcome (Χ2 = 0.19, P = 0.67). 276 

 277 

Effect of fighting experience on boldness – repeatability and mean-level  278 

Boldness (measured as startle response duration) was found to be significantly repeatable 279 

across all individuals, situations (pre-fight, between-fight and post-fight) and fights (1st and 280 

2nd fight) regardless of fight outcome (table 1). Furthermore, there was no significant effect 281 

of fight type on the repeatability of boldness in any of the three situations irrespective of 282 

victory status. The only exception was a significant difference in the repeatability of post-283 

fight boldness after the second fight between winners of ‘no peel’ fights and winners of 284 

fights involving peels. The post-fight boldness of individuals who won ‘no peel’ fights was 285 

significantly more repeatable than that of winners of fights involving peels (table 1). 286 

First fight outcome had no effect on average (Χ2 = 1.15, P = 0.28) or immediate (i.e. 287 

the first startle response in the sequence) post-fight boldness (Χ2 = 1.72, P =0.19). Second 288 

fight outcome on the other hand had a significant effect on immediate post-fight boldness. 289 

Anemones that lost their second fight significantly increased their startle response in the 290 

first 24 hours post-fight (Χ2 = 8.65, P =0.01) (Figure 3). However this significant increase did 291 

not persist past these first 24 hours, with no significant difference in losers’ average post-292 



fight startle response (Χ2 = 3.99, P = 0.14).  The number of peels received in a fight had no 293 

effect on average post-fight boldness in either the first (Χ2 = 0.03, P = 0.87) or the second 294 

fight (Χ2 = 0.21, P = 0.65).  295 

 296 

Effect of within-fight experience on second fight 297 

There was no significant effect of first fight outcome on second fight outcome (Χ2 = 0.13, P = 298 

0.722). There was also no effect of opponent victory status (i.e. whether they had won or 299 

lost the first fight) on the second fight outcome of focal individuals (Χ2 = 0.17, P = 0.68), nor 300 

was there a significant interaction between focal and opponent status (Χ2 = 1.84, P = 0.18). 301 

The number of peels inflicted in the first fight had no effect on second fight outcome (Χ2  = 302 

0.52, P = 0.47) and although there was a trend between the number of peels received in the 303 

first fight and second fight outcome, this trend was not statistically significant (Χ2 = 3.18, P = 304 

0.07). 305 

 306 

DISCUSSION 307 

Resource holding potential is defined as a phenotypic trait that will increase the likelihood 308 

of victory in a contest. In contrast to motivational state, which should vary from encounter 309 

to encounter, RHP traits might be subject to post-fight change but they should be relatively 310 

stable between episodes of fighting. Although resource value dependent changes in 311 

motivation within a fight can drive changes in startle response duration (Elwood & Briffa 312 

2001), this index of boldness is consistent between fights in several species. Since 313 

individuals that are bolder outside of a fight situation show a higher probability of winning 314 



compared to shyer individuals,   boldness appears to be an RHP component in many species.  315 

For example, consistent pre-fight boldness been shown to predict subsequent fighting 316 

success in the beadlet sea anemone Actinia equina (Rudin & Briffa, 2012). However, our 317 

findings indicate that in A.equina, boldness may only determine fighting success in an 318 

individual’s first fight. We found that in the first fight, pre-fight boldness determined 319 

whether an individual won or lost, while in the second fight, boldness no longer influenced 320 

an individual’s victory but rather whether the fight ended in a draw or a clear outcome. Thus, 321 

although consistent boldness appears to act as an RHP trait (determining the chance of 322 

victory in a subsequent fight) its influence appears to vary with recent experience.  323 

 In agreement with previous work (Rudin & Briffa, 2012), we found that pre-fight 324 

boldness significantly predicted whether an individual won or lost a fight, bolder individuals 325 

winning more fights on average than shyer individuals. However, this effect was only 326 

present in the first fight, not the second fight. In the second fight, pre-fight boldness did not 327 

predict fighting success per se but rather whether a fight ended in a clear outcome or a 328 

draw, with shyer individuals drawing more often than bolder individuals. Pre-fight boldness 329 

also had differential effects on the injury state of individuals across the two fights. In the 330 

first fight, as well as predicting fighting success, pre-fight boldness predicted whether or not 331 

an individual inflicted or received peels. Bolder individuals were not only more likely to 332 

inflict peels (boldness has previously been found to covary with aggressiveness – 333 

Huntingford, 1976; Rudin & Briffa, 2012) but were also more likely to receive peels than 334 

their shyer counterparts. In the second fight, however, this correlation between boldness 335 

and injurious fighting was absent. This suggests that while shyer individuals were more likely 336 

to lose their first fight, they were less likely to become injured in the process. Low boldness 337 



also appears to have advantages in other examples of fighting. In the hermit crab Pagurus 338 

bernhardus, for example, shyer individuals are better able to resist eviction from their shells 339 

when attacked (Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 2014). In the case of hermit crabs the advantage of 340 

being shy (at least when playing a defender-role) is obvious since these individuals are more 341 

likely to win. In the present example of anemones the advantages of shy behaviour are less 342 

clear, since it was the bold individuals rather than the shy ones that were more likely to win.  343 

Perhaps then, these differences between fight-outcomes for bold and shy anemones 344 

represent alternative strategies; bold individuals are more likely to win territory but at the 345 

cost of injuries, whereas shy individuals avoid injuries but at the cost of losing a territory. 346 

Such a scenario has clear parallels with the predictions of the classic Hawk-Dove game 347 

(Maynard Smith and Price 1973, Maynard Smith and Parker 1976), which predicts a stable 348 

mix (i.e. a mixed evolutionarily stable strategy, ESS) of injurious and non-injurious fighting 349 

strategies if the costs of injury are (on average) greater than the value of the contested 350 

resource. Such a mix can arise in two ways, either through a mixture of consistently hawkish 351 

and dove-like individuals, or through a population of individuals that fluctuate between both 352 

strategies with the proportion of time playing each governed by the ratio of costs to 353 

resource value. Indeed, the actual agonistic behaviour of the anemones in this study 354 

indicates a relatively stable mix of injurious and non-injurious fighting since the proportion 355 

of fights with peels did not differ between the first and second fights. On the other hand the 356 

link between boldness and fighting tactics does not appear to be stable since the effect of 357 

pre-fight boldness on the likelihood of inflicting or receiving injury in the first fight was 358 

absent in the second fight.  359 

 360 



It is important to note here that while we refer to these fights as ‘first’ and ‘second’, 361 

the anemones used were collected from the wild, and are likely to have experienced fights 362 

prior to this experiment. However, none of the anemones possessed any sign of injury from 363 

recent fights when collected from the shore and all individuals were housed for 7-14 days 364 

before being fought. Thus while these may well not be their true first and second fights, any 365 

experience effects leftover from prior contests in the wild would very likely have dissipated 366 

by the time this experiment was run.  Furthermore, we found no effect of prior fighting 367 

experience (winning or losing, receiving or inflicting injuries) on second fight outcome or 368 

behaviour, an absence which could possibly be due to the length of time between the first 369 

and second fight in our study being too long. It has previously been shown that the effects 370 

of fighting experience can last for very specific amounts of time, for example when male 371 

broad-horned flour beetles Gnatocerus cornutus lose fights, they exhibit behavioural 372 

changes which last for exactly four days after the fight, returning to their pre-fight state on 373 

day 5 (Okada, Yamane,& Miyatake, 2010). However, as information on the duration of 374 

fighting experience effects in anemones is currently lacking we cannot make any conclusions 375 

about timing effects in A. equina. 376 

 377 

 Although boldness is regarded as a highly repeatable behaviour in many species, 378 

previous studies have shown that both the repeatability of boldness and mean-level 379 

boldness can be significantly affected by fighting experience, especially in recipients of 380 

agonistic behaviour (Frost, Winrow-Giffen, Ashley, & Sneddon, 2007; Rudin & Briffa, 2012; 381 

Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 2014; Briffa, Sneddon, & Wilson, 2015). However, the results of our 382 

study illustrate that in A. equina boldness is generally robust to the effects of fighting 383 



experience. We found that boldness was significantly repeatable regardless of when it was 384 

measured (pre-fight, between-fights, post-fight) and furthermore that the repeatability of 385 

boldness was generally unaffected by an individual’s within-fight experience (i.e. whether it 386 

won or lost, engaged in fights with or without peels). The only instance in which the 387 

repeatability of boldness was apparently altered was seen in winners after the second fight. 388 

Individuals who won fights involving peels exhibited significantly lower boldness 389 

repeatability than individuals who had won fights not involving peels, however there was no 390 

significant change in boldness repeatability within these groups across the two situations 391 

(i.e. between pre- and post-fight measures). This result may signify costs associated with 392 

competing in an injurious fight, especially as both inflicting and receiving injuries may pose 393 

costs in A. equina (Lane & Briffa, 2017). Mean-level boldness also appeared generally robust 394 

to the effects of fighting experience, the only exception being a significant decrease in the 395 

immediate boldness of losers after the second fight. As previous work has found losers to be 396 

more susceptible to the effects of fighting experience on boldness (Frost, Winrow-Giffen, 397 

Ashley, & Sneddon, 2007; Rudin & Briffa, 2012; Courtene-Jones & Briffa, 2014), this result is 398 

perhaps not surprising. However, why the first fight did not elicit a similar response in losers 399 

is unclear. It is possible that there may be a cumulative effect of fighting experience on the 400 

boldness of losers, but we did not detect any such effect in our study.  401 

 Fighting experience can have significant effects on traits that contribute to an 402 

individual’s resource holding potential, which can in turn affect behaviour and success in 403 

subsequent contests (Hsu & Wolf, 2001; Rutte, Taborsky, & Brinkhof, 2006). For example, 404 

losing a fight can cause a reduction in RHP via injury or the physiological costs of fighting, 405 

causing individuals who have lost a fight to be more likely to lose the next fight they enter, a 406 



phenomenon known as the loser effect (winner effects also exist). While previous studies 407 

have shown that fighting experience can significantly impact boldness, we have found the 408 

opposite, that in A. equina, fighting experience (at least initially) has very little impact on 409 

boldness but does affect the importance of boldness as an RHP trait, specifically the link 410 

between boldness and fighting tactics that was present in the first fight was absent in the 411 

second fight. Thus our study indicates that fighting experience can not only change an 412 

individual’s RHP (as shown elsewhere) but may also impact which traits contribute to RHP as 413 

well. One example of such phenomena has been seen in the New Zealand jumping spider 414 

Trite planiceps, in which the size advantage gained from being substantially bigger than your 415 

opponent is lost once an individual is injured, relative injury level becoming more important 416 

in determining fight outcome than relative size (Taylor & Jackson, 2003). 417 

Here we have shown that despite being a highly repeatable trait, robust to the 418 

effects of fighting experience, boldness does not consistently predict fighting success in A. 419 

equina, determining first fight but not second fight success. Our findings suggest that 420 

different traits may be important in determining fighting success in consecutive fights and 421 

moreover that fighting experience may alter which traits contribute to an individual’s RHP.  422 

 423 
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APPENDIX 528 

Model specifications for comparing repeatability of boldness between fight outcomes and 529 

situations 530 

We first split data into ‘first fight’ (first fight outcome; pre-fight boldness; between-fights 531 

boldness) and ‘second fight’ (second fight outcome; between-fights boldness; after-fights 532 

boldness), analysing these two sets separately in the following way. 533 

We began by creating an outcome x situation interaction variable (referred to hereafter as 534 

outcome_sit), accounting for every possible combination of outcome and situation. We then 535 

used an inverse-wishart prior (V=diag(n), nu=n), where n is the number of behavioural 536 

variables being considered and nu is the degree of belief parameter (Hadfield 2010) to 537 

incorporate all combinations of fight outcome and situation, resulting in a 6x6 matrix. We 538 

specified a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) glmm with 50,000 iterations, a 30,000 539 

iteration burn-in and a thinning level of 10. This yielded an MCMC sample size of 2,000 and 540 

autocorrelation of <0.1 in all instances. We used a poisson error family due to the count 541 

nature of our response variable (startle response duration) and included outcome, situation 542 

and outcome_sit as fixed effects along with outcome_sit and ID as random effects. We then 543 

extracted the outcome and situation specific posterior variance components (between 544 

individuals/ G-structure/R-structure) from this model and used these to calculate posterior 545 

mode values for repeatability (R) for each outcome _sit combination. Finally, we compared 546 

R values by calculating differences in repeatability (ΔR) across outcomes and situations. 547 

 548 



Model specifications for comparing repeatability of boldness between fight outcomes, 549 

fight types and situations 550 

We again split our data into ‘first fight’ and ‘second fight’ and analysed these two sets 551 

separately. 552 

We created an outcome x fight type x situation interaction variable (referred to hereafter as 553 

outcome_type_sit), accounting for every possible combination of outcome, fight type and 554 

situation. We again used an inverse-wishart prior to create a 12x12 matrix incorporating all 555 

combinations of outcome, fight type and situation. We then specified an MCMCglmm with 556 

500,000 iterations, a 300,000 iteration burn-in and a thinning level of 10. This yielded an 557 

MCMC sample size of 20,000 and autocorrelation of <0.1 in all instances. We again used a 558 

poisson error family to account for the count nature of our response variable (startle 559 

response duration) and this time included outcome, situation, fight type and 560 

outcome_type_sit as fixed effects alongside outcome_type_sit and ID as random effects. 561 

We then extracted the outcome and situation specific posterior variance components 562 

(between individuals/ G-structure/R-structure) from this model and used these to calculate 563 

posterior mode values for repeatability (R) for each outcome _sit combination. Finally, we 564 

compared R values by calculating differences in repeatability (ΔR) across outcomes and 565 

situations. 566 

 567 

 568 

 569 

   570 



Table 1 Repeatability of startle response duration (boldness) ± 95% confidence intervals  571 

Repeatability of startle response duration (boldness) ± 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for 572 

each combination of fight outcome and situation and each combination of fight outcome, 573 

situation and fight type along with differences in repeatability (ΔR) between outcomes, 574 

situations and fight types. Significant values (if the 95% CIs crossed zero) are indicated in 575 

bold. 576 

  577 



 578 

579 

 Pre-fight 1 Between-fights  
(post fight 1) 

ΔR (Pre-fight – 
between-fights) 

Pre-fight 2  
(between fights) 

After fights ΔR (between-fights – 
after-fights) 

 

Winners 0.32 [0.18,0.51] 0.25 [0.15,0.46] -0.02 [-0.28,0.18] 0.35 [0.15,0.46] 0.36 [0.18,0.64] 0.07 [-0.020,0.43] 

Losers 0.20 [0.11,0.26] 0.22 [0.13,0.41] 0.002 [-0.15,0.25] 0.22 [0.13,0.41] 0.26 [0.14,0.59] -0.22 [-0.48,0.16] 

Drawers - - - 0.42 [0.19,0.68] 0.24 [0.11,0.49] -0.13 [-0.44,0.18] 
 

ΔR (Winners – Losers) -0.08 [-0.32,0.11] -0.02 [-0.23,0.19] - -0.02 [-0.23,0.19] 0.09 [-0.28,0.38] - 

ΔR (Winners –Drawers) - - - 0.19 [-0.17,0.46] 0.12 [-0.19,0.43] - 

ΔR (Losers-Drawers) - - - 0.15 [-0.16,0.47] -0.03[-0.35,0.28] - 
 

No Peels: Winners 0.28 [0.15,0.51] 0.21 [0.11,0.43] -0.04 [-0.29,0.21] 0.27 [0.11,0.69] 0.78 [0.40,0.96] 0.35 [-0.09,0.74] 

No Peels: Losers 0.29 [0.15,0.51] 0.19 [0.10,0.39] 0.03 [-0.16,0.33] 0.26 [0.10,0.66] 0.31 [0.10,0.71] 0.050 [-0.43,0.46] 

No Peels: Drawers - - - 0.49 [0.22,0.75] 0.29 [0.13,0.57] -0.19 [-0.50,0.20] 
 

ΔR (No Peels: Winners – Losers) 0.20[-0.16,0.34] 0.20 [-0.30,0.20] - 0.01 [-0.41,0.46] 0.35 [-0.10,0.75] - 

ΔR (No Peels: Winners – Drawers) - - - -0.18 [-0.51,0.30] 0.45 [-0.02,0.71] - 

ΔR (No Peels: Losers – Drawers) - - - -0.17[-0.61,0.34] 0.05 [-0.44,0.51] - 
 

Peels: Winners 0.42 [0.22,0.69] 0.57 [0.25,0.74] 0.10 [-0.32,0.41] 0.34 [0.13,0.60] 0.22 [0.10,0.54] -0.05 [-0.40,0.29] 

Peels: Losers 0.34 [0.14,0.59] 0.26 [0.14,0.54] 0.004 [-0.36,0.27] 0.31 [0.13,0.63] 0.38 [0.15,0.71] -0.08 [-0.48,0.39] 

Peels: Drawers - - - 0.48 [0.12,0.88] 0.25 [0.22,0.75] -0.17 [-0.65,0.44] 
 

ΔR (Peels: Winners –Losers) 0.20 [-0.22,0.44] 0.20 [-0.13,0.52] - 0.001 [-0.36,0.36] -0.09 [-0.49,0.26] - 

ΔR (Peels: Winners –Drawers) - - - -0.13 [-0.58,0.34] -0.03 [-0.54,0.35] - 

ΔR (Peels: Losers – Drawers) - - - -0.16 [-0.51,0.29] 0.04 [-0.34,0.45] - 
 

ΔR (Peels: Winners – No Peels: Winners) 0.19 [-0.13,0.47] 0.22 [-0.06,0.52] - -0.05 [-0.38,0.42] 0.47 [0.006,0.74] - 

ΔR (Peels: Losers – No Peels: Losers) -0.11 [-0.41,0.13] -0.009 [-0.30,0.27] - 0.006 [-0.40,0.40] 0.078 [-0.34,0.45] - 

ΔR (Peels: Drawers – No Peels: Drawers) - - - 0.04 [-0.47,0.49] 0.05 [-0.49,0.38] - 
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 584 

Figure 1 Overview of the experimental structure. Between-fight startle responses (SR) were 585 

treated as post-fight responses with respect to fight 1 and pre-fight responses with respect 586 

to fight 2. 587 
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 595 

 596 

Figure 2 Effect of mean (±SE) pre-fight startle response time on (a) first fight outcome and (b) 597 

second fight outcome. Asterisks indicate significant differences within each panel. 598 



Figure 3 Mean (±SE) startle response duration immediately before and immediately after 599 

the second fight.  600 
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